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Truth of my youth
New Found Glory

intro:
-1ª parte
 (guit2 com mta distorção, guit1 com pouca distorção)
e|8-----------8-------------|
B|x--10--8----x-10--8-10--8-|
G|10-10-10---10-10-10-10-10-|
D|10-10-10---10-10-10-10-10-| (2x), e na batida da bateria, a guit1 fica F5-F5

-2ª parte
 guit2 fazendo a 1ª parte
 guit1 faz:
 F5-F5-F5--F5-F5-F5-Bb5--F5-F5-F5--F5-F5-F5--
 D5-D5-D5--D5-D5-D5-Bb5--F5-F5-F5--F5--F5

verso1: só guit1, fazendo a mesma coisa da intro...
-lyrics:
 there was a time and place where I never thought
 I d leave my own hometown, but those days finally
 are dead and gone,
 it was never my intention to stay there...
 oh no!!

dps do verso1, repete a 2ª parte da intro

verso2: igual verso1
-lyrics:
 there was a concious effort played by me,
 to disown anything I see, 
 there was a girl I knew way back when 
 who says she doesn t know me anymore!

pré-ref1:
 guit1 faz:
 D5-D5-D5--C5-C5-C5--Bb5-Bb5-Bb5--Bb5-Bb5-Bb5
 D5-D5-D5--C5-C5-C5--Bb5-Bb5-Bb5--C5

 guit2 é solo, melhor ouvir pra reconhecer:
e|---------------------------------------|
B|---------------------------------------|
G|9-10------9-10------9-10----8h10-8-7---|
D|-----10--------10--------8-----------10|
A|---------------------------------------|
E|---------------------------------------|

e|------------------------------|
B|------------------------------|
G|9-10------9-10------9-10------|



D|-----10--------10--------8--10|
A|------------------------------|
E|------------------------------|

-lyrics:
 these are the lies, the things you never mention..
 these are my past mistakes I ll stay away from...

ref:
 guit1 faz:
G|                       xxxx7 xxxx5 xxxx3 5      | 2x, só q na 2ª vez, no
ultimo C5 não fazer
D|3       2      8       xxxx7 xxxx5 xxxx3 5 (10x)|  10x, e sim 1x só.
A|3 (12x) 3 (4x) 8 (16x) xxxx5 xxxx3 xxxx1 3      |
E|1       0      6                                |
 (F5)   (F/E5) (Bb5)       (D5)  (C5) (Bb5) (C5)

 guit2 faz:
G|10       9              xxxx7 xxxx5 xxxx3 5      |
D| x (12x) x (4x) 8       xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx x (10x)|
A| 8       7      x (16x) xxxx5 xxxx3 xxxx1 3      |
E|                6                                |

G|10       9              xxxx7 xxxx9 xxxx10 9|
D| x (12x) x (4x) 8       xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx  x|
A| 8       7      x (16x) xxxx5 xxxx7 xxxx8  7|
E|                6                           |

-lyrics:
 these are my thoughts written down on paper, 
 it s my only savior
 from not saying what I wanna say...
 these are the thoughts that are on my mind, 
 moments that haven t yet been defined, 
 and I don t know if you could ever understand...
 these are the things I can t say when we re alone!..

agora repete a intro..

ae entra o verso3:
 a 1ª parte é so batera, baixo e vox, ae entra uma das guitarras...
 fazendo e|17, dps um slide...
 e volta pra mesma coisa do verso1 e 2.
 eu vo indicar na lyrics pra ficar + facil:

-there were countless hours on the telephone, --> antes do  my ears  entra a
guit
 my ears were ringing from the dial tone,     --> no  dial tone  faz o slide
 there were flashing lights,                  --> no  flashin  eles continuam
normal ;)
 people staring,
 there was nothing I could ever do!..



dps repete pre-ref1...

e entra pre-ref2...
 no pre-ref2 a guit1 faz a mesma coisa do pre-ref1,
 só q a guit2 faz um solinho diferente...
 e eu num consegui tirar...
 qm souber, corrige ae!

-lyrics:
 this is the truth,
 the only time you ll hear it...
 I ll write it down because it seems so hard to say it...

depois ref...

e pra acaba intro outra vez...
 a guit2, no final faz:
e|-8--x--x---8--x--x--x-8h10p8|
B|-x-10--8---x-10--8-10-------|
G|10-10-10--10-10-10-10-------|
D|10-10-10--10-10-10-10-------|
 e termina antes mesmo.

é isso, curtiram?...

------

vou deixar a cifra de violão tb, pra qm quiser fazer acustica:

(tom F)
intro:
F-D-Bb-F (ouve a msk pra pegar melhor ;D)

            F 
there was a time and place where I never thought
I d leave my own hometown, but those days finally
    D 
are dead and gone,
                   Bb     F
it was never my intention to stay there...
oh no!!

(intro)

            F
there was a concious effort played by me,
to disown anything I see, 
            D
there was a girl I knew way back when 
     Bb        F
who says she doesn t know me anymore!

              D         C                Bb



these are the lies, the things you never mention..
             D       C               Bb       C
these are my past mistakes I ll stay away from...

             F                          E/F
these are my thoughts written down on paper, 
Bb
it s my only savior
     D          C            Bb    C             --> ouve a msk pra ver onde é
p.m.
from not saying what I wanna say...
              F                     
these are the thoughts that are on my mind, 
E/F          Bb
moments that haven t yet been defined,
            D                 C         Bb      C    --> aki tb ;)
and I don t know if you could ever understand...
these are the things I can t say when we re alone!..   --> essa parte tem uma
pausa

(intro)

there were countless hours on the telephone,  --> essa parte sem acompanhamento
my ears were ringing from the dial tone,      --> (idéia: tocar a parte do baixo
;D)
           D
there were flashing lights,
people staring,
Bb        F
there was nothing I could ever do!..

              D         C                Bb
these are the lies, the things you never mention..
             D       C               Bb       C
these are my past mistakes I ll stay away from...
            D          C                Bb     
this is the truth, the only time you ll hear it...
              D               C                Bb    C
I ll write it down because it seems so hard to say it...

             F                          E/F
these are my thoughts written down on paper, 
Bb
it s my only savior
     D          C            Bb    C
from not saying what I wanna say...
              F                     
these are the thoughts that are on my mind, 
E/F          Bb
moments that haven t yet been defined,
            D                 C         Bb      C
and I don t know if you could ever understand...
these are the things I can t say when we re alone!..



(intro)

 the end !!


